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The Engineer’s Cab: Tim Nixon

 My how time flies… It seems like it was just yesterday the ball was dropping to start 
2017 and here we are heading into April and getting ready for the last major show of the 
model railroad season.   The April show is early this year, taking place on the second full week-
end of the month (8th & 9th).  Lauren Baker volunteered to coordinate this show, even after 
getting thrown into the fire last February in her first time being co-coordinator when Eric blew 
out his knee (Eric agreed to be Lauren’s co-coordinator this time).  Lauren has come up with 
“something different” for this show; the layout uses both junctions to create a figure 8 with 
the yard in the center.  The red line will go around the outside of both loops, and each loop 
will have individual yellow & blue loops, for a total of 5 run slots for each time slot.  The layout 
is also designed so you can cross between loops using the junctions and the yard, so we can 
explore bi-directional running if we want.  It should be fun and I hope all club members can 
come out and join the fun!
 After the April show we have some down time on the schedule until the N-Scale Con-
vention in Pittsburgh (end of June) and the Altoona N-Scale Weekend (end of August).  Over 
the summer the club has a number of projects that we need to complete, and I’d like to ask 
that everyone check their calendars and help out if possible.  The first project is this year’s 
raffle layout.  We don’t have a theme or schedule yet, but we do have a coordinator; thanks 
to Paul Diley for stepping up at the March meeting and volunteering to coordinate!  Look for 
more details from Paul soon.  The second potential project is construction of a layout for the 
B&O Ellicott City Museum.  As many of you know, they approached us last year about doing 
a layout for them, but the plans were put on hold due to the “Great Flood of 2016”.  Now 
that things are back to normal and the holidays are over, they 
are again interested in starting the project.  Alan Del Gaudio is 
working on a proposal for the B&O’s approval, and if we reach 
an agreement on the details we’ll take on the project.  Alan will 
provide more details as things progress.  Lastly, at some point 
this summer we’ll probably revisit the idea of a trailer work ses-
sion to complete the shelving on the right side of the trailer so 
we can get rid of the purple boxes (which are on their last legs) 
and provide additional storage space.
 While I’m discussing things that need to be done this 
summer, I’d also like to put out a plea for some new modules, 
specifically single stand-alone modules.  Most of our “new 
modules” (harbor scene, LeRoy’s 4’, Al Potter’s second module) 
are almost 4 years old; the only really new module is Lauren’s 
Harbor corner.  People enjoy seeing new things, and it’s been a 
while since we had anything new. 
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Sykesville shots: Leon Sorge

The Engineer’s Cab: Tim Nixon

  I’d like to ask everyone to re-evaluate what they have and see if there’s any way they 
could add another module to the mix.  I realize a lot of the members are max’d out on mod-
ules capacity, either due to transportation or storage issues; please take a minute to consider 
options that would allow you to store/transport a new module, including nesting existing mod-
ules that currently have separate coffins, or retiring some of the old outdated modules that 
you no longer bring to shows.  For those building new modules, we need some “single” mod-
ules; most of our modules are part of “sets” that either can’t be broken up, or at least look 
strange if you do, which really limits a coordinator’s flexibility when designing a layout.   Also 
don’t limit yourself to POFF’s  (plain old four foot modules); consider doing 2’ or 3’ modules, 
corners, or even off-set modules (like the Cathedral module from Bob Mohr’s City set).  We 
floated the idea of doing group “module building” sessions last summer, but had no takers; if 
anyone is interested in participating in such sessions this year, let me know.  I plan on work-
ing on my second N-trak module this summer; I built the frame 4+ years ago when I built the 
frames for the oNeTrak yard but could never figure out what to do with it. Now that I have a 
theme I’m going to see if I can have it done for the B&O in December!
 Housekeeping – the April meeting will be at the April Scale Show at 2 PM on Sunday 
the 9th.  The May meeting will be at Arthur Boyd’s house in Baltimore City.

Happy Railroading!

Tim Nixon
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T-Trak Update / Editorial: Chris Hyland

  We’re back.... and it’s Spring. The 
Stanley Cup has put the capstone on winter. It 
is a time for cherry blossoms, and baseball’s 
opening day is right around the corner. As one 
of my favorite Scottish pop bands, Belle and 
Sebastian sang in their cheery song “Another 
Sunny Day”: “Another rainy day, were trapped 
inside with a train set”. And more importantly 
it is the start of the busy season, and what a 
busy season it is going to be. 
 After a winter of doing Sykesville’s we 
are back out on the main again. First up is 
Ranson in W.V.,  one of my favorite shows. This 
is followed by a Sykesville date to regroup and 
rearm. Then we do our most complex date 
yet, Timonium and the NMRA South Mountain 
minicon at the same time. 
 Like Sean Penn said in “All The Right 
Moves”: “We have to win, WE WILL WIN”. 
Apparently last year we made a big splash 
with the NMRA and they have invited us back 
to talk more about T-Trak and help put togeth-
er their own T-Trak division. As far as I know 
this is a first in the history of the NMRA and 
this says something for the format of T-Trak. It 
is really nice to be considered a fellow mod-
eler and have a NMRA guy come up and go, 
“Ya know that T-TraK stuff is wicked cool”. As 
usual expect to see some new faces sitting 
around the layout because of this. Then back 
off to Timonium to finish running Saturday 
afternoon and Sunday. I think by Monday I will 
sleep the day away.  In fact by the time April is 
done, I might need a vacation.
 After that things keep rolling. 
Conventions far afield where I get to meet the 
other side of the railroad family. With trolley 
conventions, and Altoona’s N-Scale weekend it 
is going to be a great summer, and remember 
we still need to fit in ballgames, free concerts 
and the other stuff that makes the spring and 
summer so good. 

 But shows are not the only thing that 
we have been up to in the Winspring season. 
We are going to show off some of our Plexiglas 
coverings to deal with the kiddos at our up-
coming Gaithersburg show. This will be the 
second time that we are testing the Plexiglas. 
Hopefully it will work out and we will start 
planting them on other modules. Let’s face it, 
it is the wave of the future and it protects all 
of our model citizens from harm on the layout. 
 So, what else is in store for T-Trak? A 
lot, as always, because it’s Spring! It is in with 
the new and out with the old. We have new 
modules, new electrics, and new ways of look-
ing at things, maybe some reorganization? Out 
with the dust of winter and with the coming 
of spring the smell of new flowers, but also 
the sweet smell of sawdust. If you can’t use 
tools, you can email Masterpiece modules for 
a great lite weight kit that only requires a little 
glue, a hammer and a small block of wood. 
Make your lawn even greener by adding just 
a touch of Woodland scenics blended turf. It 
makes the soil shiny like AstroTurf and doesn’t 
turn brown when fall comes! Of course 
Modeltrainstuff.com and the rest of the deal-
ers are out there to take the little bitty pieces 
of paper or strips of plastic to make all your 
dreams come true. So stay tuned, T-Trakers, 
as we announce new, cool, improved stuff. 
It’s going to be cool, as the mighty Zuckerberg 
says. And it’s bound to have you camped out 
on the sidewalk waiting for the release. 
 Well, Molly, my content editor says 
I am running over on time. Till next month 
T-Trakers,
 “You can cut all the flowers, but you 
cannot keep spring from coming.”
-Pablo Neruda

-Chris
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Handlaying Track: Bruce Tharp

 I’ve started building modules after 
too many years thinking about it.  I’m building 
both One-Trak and N-Trak modules. One of the 
standards I’ve set for myself is all track work 
will be hand laid.  I will be using both freehand 
and Fast Tracks system of creating parts.  This 
article covers turnouts using the Fast Tracks 
system.

 The Fast Tracks system is pretty straight 
forward.  The company claims it’s bullet-proof 
and cheaper.  I’ll cover the cost analysis in a 
future article.  If the instructions are followed 
I’m finding the turnouts are absolutely bul-
let proof.  I’ve been able to send locomotives 
and rolling stock through them, attempting to 
derail or jump track.  It’s a difficult thing to do 
if the instructions are followed. No shortcuts 
should be taken. They are built in a particular 
order for a reason. Deviate from the instruc-
tions and you can have a poor turnout that will 
cause much grief if placed on the module.
 The system consists of several special 
“tools,” including the assembly jig for placing 
the rails; filing tools to form the frog points, 
switch points, and stock rails; various files and 
soldering tools.  The assembly jig and filing 
tools should last for several hundred turnouts 
if well cared for. 

 Starting the build, the first items you 
create are the guard rails.  A quick 30 to 45 
seconds worth of work. There isn’t much to 
explain.  You cut two rails to a length deter-
mined by a guide on the jig then bend them, 
again using a guide on the jig. The second step 
is where you start determining the quality of 
the turnout you are creating.  The point of the 
frog!  Here several things can go wrong if you 
are careless.  The rail can roll (not flat caused 
by the narrow rail made narrower by filing; the 
point can be too narrow or uneven; or finally, 
the points can be misaligned.  That said it 
takes just a little care to make excellent points.  
Fast Tracks PointForms tools are highly recom-
mended for this step. 

 This next photo shows bad points.  
Maybe hard to see but the top point is not 
aligned correctly; the bottom was filed free-
hand.  If you look closely at the bottom one 
you can see the very end of the points split to 
form a V.  Between the two points shown you 
can see what happens to the ends when you 
fill too thin.  The ends tend to break down and 
become uneven. 
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Handlaying Track: Bruce Tharp

 Once the frog points are filed and test 
fit it is time to solder them.  Something that 
caught me off guard is soldering on the jig.  
I’ve done a lot of soldering, both freehand 
and board work on PC boards.  It’s nothing like 
soldering on this jig.  You are placing code 55 
rail on a 8-10 ounce piece of Aluminum.  Talk 
about a heat sink! I’m normally soldering at 
about 280 – 320°C.  To get a good joint I’m 
routinely at 450 - 480°C on the jigs. Just a side 
note; don’t be soldering at 1AM and drop the 
iron expecting to catch it.  Not wise; experi-
ence speaking there! 480°C is really hot! 

 It’s important that you have a good 
iron with rapid heat recovery.  Having a larger 
tip than you think you need is a help too, as 
long as it will reach into the rail and ties in 
tight spaces.  Anything to hold a good amount 

of heat.  I don’t have a normal hobby iron, but 
I don’t think you are going to get a good job 
done with a 25 watt Weller unit.  A 35 watt 
or greater maybe. The flux is an important 
item.  Fast Tracks calls for Acid Flux which goes 
against everything I’ve learned with soldering 
non-plumbing items.  Suffice to say, just use it.  
I tried rosin flux.  It makes a mess, is sticky on 
the jigs and just doesn’t flow or clean as well 
as the acid fluxes.  I tried! The solder is a rosin 
core.
 Moving on to the next steps, continu-
ing with care and accuracy as the theme, it’s 
time to lay the stock rails. This step is pretty 
straight forward but care and accuracy when 
filing the rails makes for a much nicer end 
product.  A portion of the foot of the rail on 
the inside of each side needs to be filed flat 
to meet the head of the rail when viewed 
vertically.  This allows the point rail to lay flat 
against the rail and helps prevent the wheels 
from picking the points when moving through. 
These have to align with the points that have 
not been installed/created yet.
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Handlaying Track: Bruce Tharp

 The following step was the most diffi-
cult for me to accomplish, installing the point 
rails.  It is difficult enough. I neglected to 
take any pictures of the next two steps.  Now 
that I’ve built a half dozen or so turnouts it’s 
a bit easier because I understand how it all 
ties together better.  The care point to watch 
when installing the point rails to be sure the 
rail doesn’t roll when soldering.  Because 
you have to file off the point end to meet the 
stock rail and you bend the rail for the frog 
it will have a tendency to want to roll to the 
side when soldering. It’s this step when you 
are filing the points, and bending the frog. It’s 
also this step where you decide if you want 
flex or hinged point rails.
 Now is the time to insert the frog 
point into the wings.  It’s surprisingly easy to 
do this and keep the needed gap between 
the rails.  I believe the bottoms of the rail has 
something to do with keeping the distance 
correct. It is a bit tricky to solder because 
you are adding heat to an already soldered 
joint (the points).  Keep the iron too long on 
the rail and you can separate the points by 
melting the solder.  Once the frog is inserted 
and soldered you then add the guardrails. 
Again, here it is fairly easy to keep the correct 
distance between the guardrail and the stock 
rail.

 Isolating the frog proved to be an 
interesting lesson, it tested the strength of 
my solder joints and the ability of electricity 
to jump gaps. Using a jewelers file two cuts 
are needed to isolate the frog from the rest 
of the turnout. Electrical shorts aren’t a wel-
come addition. My first cuts I used the blade 
that came with the saw, a number seven mul-
tipurpose blade. This proved to be too coarse 
and left too large of a gap.  The wheels would 
cross but is was unappealing to the eye. The 
blade was so coarse to tore a solder joint out 
when cutting. 

 I purchased a few other blades.  A 
10/0 and 8/0 size.  The 10/0 makes such a 
clean cut but it was so fine electric would 
jump across the gap even with the low power 
used on a DC transformer.  I settled on the 
8/0 for the turnouts.  I’m still a little con-
cerned if I have the module is the sun or a 
hot spot I may still have a problem. I will be 
testing this more. A 8/0 blade is 0.006” thick. 
The cut looks good on the turnout but will it 
be too fine with expansion? While testing the 
frogs for isolation is a good time to test the 
entire turnout for shorts. 
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Handlaying Track: Bruce Tharp

 Now the bulk of the turnout is built. It’s 
usable at this point. I see way too many mod-
elers doing just that! Installing with no ties. 
Even though I use a jig I still take time to check 
the turnout for problem rail spacing and the 
proper operation of the points. Here is where 
you can see errors like rolled rail.

 As some of you know, I hand paint 
my ties, opting for the unique color combina-
tion I can achieve rather than mount the ties 
then paint the entire turnout as called for in 
the instructions. Fast Tracks does offer a “tie 
rack” laser cut piece with the ties precut and 
ready for mounting. I’ve not used those. I stick 
with the single ties.  Fast Track offers some 
great templates as a free download. They are 
exact replicas of what you should have built. 
I use them to lay out my ties then place the 
rails down. It’s fairly easy. I still struggle with 
getting a good glue joint. I believe it’s because 
I’m a little impatient waiting for the glue to set 
long enough.

 Here the rails are placed on the ties. I 
carefully placed glue on the ties and the rail 
then joined the two together.
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Handlaying Track: Bruce Tharp

 
 Once the ties have set its time to clean 
things up!

      

 It takes a couple of turnouts being built 
to get the hang of it. A #8 double crossover 
and a #6 turnout jig are my most used. I’ve 
found turnouts can be build using the cross-
over jigs. Think about that when planning. 
With the crossover jig you get the ability to 
build turnouts, single crossovers and double 
crossovers with one jig.  With the turnout jig 
you get a turnout. I feel I’ve gotten the hang 
of it and have started laying track, building my 
first One-Track modules; starting with building 
the Altamont section on “The Old Main Line – 
West End”. I hope you get to see them soon.

Bruce

 

National Train Show: 

Orange County Convention Center
August 4 - 6, 2017
9800 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Friday, August 4, 2017       12:00 Noon – 6:00 PM
Saturday, August 4, 2017   10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Sunday, August 6, 2017      10:00 AM – 5:00 PM

NTS Website: www.nationaltrainshow.org

http://www.nationaltrainshow.org
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Dues Invoice:

 Baltimore Area 
Ntrak Club 
Dues Invoice 

Payable to: Baltimore Area N-Trak 
Invoice Date:  

February 3, 2017 
Due Date:  

April  7, 2017 

Remit to: 
Mr. Alan Del Gaudio 
2905 Montclair Drive 
Ellicott City, MD, 21043 
Or pay at February or  March meetings 

Annual Club Dues 
(Including National N-Trak Membership) $30.00 

Member Name: 
Please Print 

N-Trak Member Number: 

Please print a copy of this invoice and submit with payment. 

For Treasurer’s Use 

Date Submitted: Check #:  

Member’s Receipt 

Name:    Date:    Amount: 
 
       Alan Del Gaudio 

E-mail & Phone: 
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Train Spotting: Ryan Jones

BANTRAK Membership: Al Palewicz

 BANTRAK does a significant amount of 
charitable activity, although we rarely think 
of it that way because we get pleasure out 
of it. When you think about it, that is as it 
should be with all giving from the heart.
 What is our charitable activity? Our 
major participation is in the B&O Museum’s 
(which is a charitable organization) Annual 
Festival of Trains. Our display has been a ma-
jor draw for people to come to the Museum 
for many years, both recent and in the past.  
There are plenty more examples, this is just 
one.
 Please contact  Treasurer Alan Del 
Gaudio for more information regarding your 
membership status and roster questions or 
contact Al Palewicz with general questions.

Member Benefits:
•  Sharing of your 

knowledge (rail-
roading & model-
ing) with others of 
similar interests

•  Access to railroad-
ing and modeling 
knowledge of other 
members

•  National exposure 
and recognition of 
your endeavors in 
modeling     

•  Hands on activi-
ties: Club modules 
- track, wiring and 
scenery.  Raffle 
layout - track and 
scenery  Members’ 
layouts 

•  Recognition as 
being part of a 
Nationally known 
club.

CSX in Hagerstown

mailto:aland2g%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:aland2g%40comcast.net?subject=
mailto:alpalewicz%40verizon.net?subject=
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BANTRAK 2017 CALENDAR

BANTRAK CALL BOARD
CLUB WORK SESSION 2017
Contact Tim Nixon, Eric Payne, Paul Diley, or Ed Kapuscinski for work session information.

BANTRAK was founded in 1983 as the Greater Baltimore N-Scale Associates. Begun as a “round 
robin” group to share skills and experiences, we have expanded our focus to include participa-
tion in many diverse activities to promote model railroading in general and N-Scale model rail-
roading in particular. Activities include participation in local, regional and national shows, meets 
and conventions. BANTRAK membership includes membership in the national NTRAK organiza-
tion.
 
The BANTRAK Newsletter is the official publication of Baltimore Area N-TRAK (BANTRAK), Inc. 
This is your newsletter! Please send articles, photos, and suggestions to newsletter@bantrak.net
Editor: David Betz

Date Event Location Contact Type
April 1st Ranson Show Ranson WV Jeff Peck T-Trak

April 8 & 9th Great Scale Show Timonium Fairgrounds Lauren Baker Full Show

April 9th Club Meeting Timonium Fairgrounds Tim Nixon Meeting

April 23rd S&P Sykesville Tower Chris Hyland T-Trak

May 21st Club Meeting Arthur Boyd’s house Tim Nixon Meeting

June 3rd Gaithersburg Show Gaithersburg Fairgrounds Chris Hyland T-Trak

June 17th&18th Great Scale show Timonium Fairgrounds Chris Hyland T-Trak

June 17th Club Meeting Timonium Fairgrounds Tim Nixon Meeting 

June 21st-25th National N Scale 
Convention

Pittsburgh PA Alan del Gaudio Show

mailto:newsletter%40bantrak.net?subject=

